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Despite enthusiastic predictions in the late 
1960s and early 1970s, electronic payments 
have not taken hold as a serious alternative for 
paper-based transactions except in a few pay-
ment segments. It is now doubtful that even 10 
percent of all noncurrency payments in the 
United States will be electronic by 1990. After 
nearly 15 years of a constantly receding "pay-
ments revolution," many are now questioning 
whether electronic payments wil l make any 
significant incursion into check payments. 
Why, given its apparent benefits, has the elec-
tronic payments system failed to displace pa-
per-based payment practices? 

The payments revolution has been thwarted 
for several reasons: 

• Check Processing Improvements. Since the 
late 1960s, computer technology and other 
processing refinements have enhanced the 
efficiency of check processing. This has signifi-
cantly improved the cost of check processing 
and its overall quality, as reflected by measures 
such as collection times, error rates, and return 
item problems. 

• User Resistance or Indifference. For the 
most part, neither businesses nor consumers 
actively demand electronic payment as an 
alternative to checks. In many cases, potential 
users actively resist using the ACH. A variety of 
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reasons are given, for example: loss of f loat 
loss of control over payment timing; perceived 
risk arising from legal uncertainty of electronic 
payments and the legal enforceability of the 
multiparty contracts involved in -many ACH 
payment arrangements; the cost of converting 
to ACH payments; and the cost of running 
either a hybrid system—both ACH and check— 
or else dual systems—one for ACH and one for 
check. In other cases, potential users are simply 
neutral because they perceive no significant 
benefit for ACH payment and thus see no 
reason to change. 

• Marketing Effort and Passive Distributors. 
Depository institutions are the nominal distrib-
utors of ACH services. However, few are active 
originators. In the geographical territories of 
each regional ACH association, the majority of 
ACH transaction volume originated in that 
region is handled by a few institutions—usually 
two or three and rarely more than five.1 From 
this data on origination volume, it seems clear 
that only a few of the nominal distributors are 
seriously engaged in ACH selling and service 
support Of the large set of nominal distribu-
tors (all depository institutions), only a small 
number are in fact active distributors. If direct 
deposit of payroll is excluded, there are prob-
ably at most 100 depository institutions that 
are assertively selling ACH-based payment ser-
vices to their corporate customers. Among 
active originators, many limit their support and 
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sales effort to one or two specialized payment 
uses such as direct deposit of payroll, pension 
payments, and cash concentration. Few sell 
ACH for corporate trade payments or consumer 
bill payment In fact not many depository insti-
tutions use the ACH for their own payments, 
except possibly for payroll. 

These depository institutions not only provide 
check payments but actively sell them. Their 
reasons for not marketing ACH service are: low 
user demand in virtually all commercial payment 
applications other than special uses such as 
direct deposit of payroll and cash concentration; 
and, poor return on investment given startup 
costs, low immediate volume potential, and 
probable displacement of the institution's own 
check business. 

No new technical product can displace an 
existing one without active, effective marketing 
For this reason, many advocates of electronic 
payments criticize banks and other depository 
institutions for being passive sellers. This criti-
cism, however, deals primarily with a symptom 
of the problem rather than the cause. Deposi-
tory institutions wil l be serious marketers only 
when they perceive a favorable margin on 
ACH-based payments compared with check-
based services and when adequate user de-
mand exists to justify the cost of marketing and 
provide a good return on the investment required 
to become an assertive distributor. 

• Infrastructure. The organizational infra-
structure for delivering ACH payments has 
failed to accommodate new product devel-
opment activities such as product research, 
market research, and product development 

• System Capabilities. As a direct outgrowth 
of these failures, significant enhancements to 
service capabilities have not occurred, aside 
from the later processing cycle. Thus the ACH 
system cannot provide electronic analogues to 
the information exchange and control features 
incorporated into contemporary check-based 
payment transactions. These are critical for 
many payment areas. 

• System Structure. The ACH evolved from a 
regional system with tape as the primary data 
interface between the system, transaction origi-
nators, and transaction receivers. Whi le tele-
communications input and output are used for 
about 20 percent of the transactions, the system 
is still dependent on physical, transportation-
limited delivery. Moreover, significant changes 

in the network organization that could improve 
processing efficiency have not taken place. 

Information and Control Issues 
It is common for check writers to contend 

that the ACH is unacceptable. Corporate cash 
managers, for instance, might object to allowing 
another company to debit their bank accounts, 
because initiation of payment by the payee has 
several negative implications: (1) loss of control 
over payment approval afforded by today's 
invoice-based billing; (2) loss of control over 
adjustments in payment amount for damage, 
freight returns, and promotion allowances; (3) 
loss of control over whether to take discounts 
(for early payment) or simply pay the nominal 
price at a later date; (4) less ability to forecast 
and manage cash than wi th current procedures 
(based on invoices containing credit terms that 
imply a nominal payment date some t ime in 
the future); and (5) loss of control over pay-
ment release.2 A consumer may also object to 
preauthorized bill payment for variable amount 
but recurring bills for similar reasons, namely, 
concern over overdrafts due to unanticipated 
debit amounts, loss of approval control, and 
loss of payment t iming control. 

These objections reflect the fact that payor-
payee interaction in most payment situations is 
much more than an exchange of value. The 
exchange also includes advance information 
about the amount of the payment the possibility 
for the payor to approve or adjust the nominal 
obligation stated in an invoice, discounts, an 
implicit and sometimes even an explicit exten-
sion of credit and control over the payment 
t iming by the payor. 

At present the ACH is primarily a payment 
mechanism and lacks capabilities for facilitating 
an information exchange between the payor 
and payee. It also lacks payor control features. 
The electronic analogues to the payor-payee 
information exchange and payor control over 
the payment amount discounts, and payment 
date, have not been incorporated in the ACH. 
Nor have bank products using the ACH en-
compassed these controls to date, except for a 
few special applications such as dealer pay-
ments. 

Current commercial use of the ACH is pri-
marily for simple payments in which the ACH 
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Exhibit 1 
Payor Payee Information Exchange in the Current ACH 

(For Major Commercial Payment Classes) 

Payment Use 

Payroll 

Retirement 
Payments 

Cash Concentration 

Insurance 

Dealer Payments 

Information Required 

Amount of payment and deductions from 
gross pay for taxes Social Security, bene-
fits etc 

Amount of payment and deductions 

None because payor and payee are the 
same organization. 

None except possibly notice that the 
debit will take place on a given date. 
Dealer agrees on payment terms so that 
order and delivery trigger the payment 
with information exchange taking place 
outside the ACH. 

Means to Accomplish 

Paying company provides the salary ad-
vice, usually delivered to payee at com-
pany on or before payment date. 

Paying company or its agent provides a 
payment advice, usually mailed to the 
payee and timed to arrive one or two days 
before the payment takes place. 

ACH merely replaces depository transfer 
check with all other information gathering 
reports and controls being unchanged 

Mailing from insurance company to payor. 

Manufacturer-run system or third party 
data exchange service. 

payment replaces the check (Exhibit 1). In 
such uses either no requirement for information 
exchange or payor control exists (cash concen-
tration), or information is provided to the 
payee outside the ACH, generally via a printed 
advice for a credit payroll or pension payment 
Insurance payments are the only significant 
use of ACH debits and they are generally for a 
fixed amount recurring consumer payment 
requiring very little information exchange or 
payor control prior to the payment 

Dealer payments to manufacturers are not 
simple in regard to information exchange The 
information exchange in this case takes place 
outside the ACH through a manufacturer oper-
ated system, or else relies on a third party data 
exchange service working under the control of 
the manufacturer. Dealer payments are not a 
major source of ACH volume. 

For ACH to expand to major payment classes 
requiring information exchange and payor con-
trol, especially to debit transactions initiated 
by the payee, it must provide for information 
exchange, controls, and discretionary activities 
such as discounts. Product refinements and 
new capabilities could enable an ACH-type 
payment mechanism to become a viable alter-
native to check-based payments in major uses 

such as trade payments and variable amount 
consumer bill payments.3 

Price of ACH Collection and Settlement 
Services 

Given the reputed efficiency advantages of 
communicating and processing electronic im-
ages, it is puzzling that depository institutions 
pay approximately the same collection and 
settlement charge for an interregional ACH 
transaction as for an interdistrict check. Why 
have the purported advantages of electronics 
not been converted into significant price ad-
vantage over checks? The two determinants of 
the ACH price are transaction volume and the 
efficiency of the systems used for data com-
munication and sort and merge processing 

Price and Volume Relationship. While both 
check and ACH processing involve fixed and 
variable costs, the fixed costs of ACH processing 
are relatively greater than that of checks and its 
variable costs are relatively less. This disparity 
means that the ACH requires a certain minimum 
level of volume before it can become the more 
cost-effective technology. 

The importance of volume on average ACH 
costs can be seen by comparing Fed prices 
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(costs) for ACH transactions over the last five 
years. When the Fed first announced ACH 
prices in 1981, it adopted a form of life cycle 
pricing called "mature volume pricing." The 
1981 prices were based on projected 1986 
volume Since this was approximately five times 
the 1981 transaction volume, there was an 
implicit subsidy at 80 percent in these prices. 
The subsidy was reduced 20 percent each year 
and was eliminated for 1986. But 1986 prices, 
with no subsidy, are essentially the same as the 
1981 prices with an 80 percent subsidy. The 
nearly fivefold increase in transaction volume 
has meant that average per item costs for the 
ACH are now approximately one-fifth the aver-
age costs in 1981. 

It is crucial to understand that total costs for 
the ACH have not fallen. These costs are 
predominantly fixed and are roughly the same 
today as in 1981. The drop in per item cost is 
attributable mainly to the increase in vo lume 

The current ACH system has the capacity to 
handle many times the current volume without 
adding significantly to its communication ca-
pacity, processing equipment staff or physical 
facilities. If costs were to increase by at most 20 
percent while volume increased 5 times, then 
the cost per item would fall by at least one-
fourth the current costs. This reduction would 
mean that the average cost per item for an 
interregional transaction would decrease from 
its current level of 3.8 cents to about one cent 
Similarly, if volume were to increase to ten 
times the current level, while costs increased at 
most 20 percent then the average cost per 
item would fall to about one-eighth the current 
value. Applying this oneeighth factor again to 
the current interregional cost per item of 3.8 
cents would mean an average price per inter-
regional transaction of roughly f ivetenths of a 
cent 

Assuming that check costs are constant or 
increasing volume growth clearly has the ability 
to reduce the average cost of ACH transactions 
so that the collection and settlement costs for 
ACH transactions could be much lower than 
for checks.4 

Of course, for the business or consumer 
using either checks or ACH payments, the Fed 
collection and settlement cost is only a small 
part of the total charge assessed by a depository 
institution. However, the economics for overall 
ACH processing costs compared wi th overall 

check processing costs parallel the economics 
for collection and settlement processing: the 
ACH has a relatively higher fixed cost and 
much lower variable cost than checks. Hence, 
the impact of volume growth on overall ACH 
costs incurred by a given financial institution 
should be comparable to the impact on ACH 
collection and settlement costs—a dramatic 
reduction in the average cost per item. 

The Price and Volume Dilemma 
Like any new technology attempting to dis-

place an existing system, the ACH faces a 
chicken-and-egg problem: to be pricecompeti-
tive requires a certain minimum business vol-
ume; yet without the price incentive to attract 
users, the volume wil l never develop. 

The Fed's use of "mature volume pricing" 
was a variant of life cycle pricing. It involved a 
price that more than covered the variable cost 
but not all of the fixed costs. Thus, it allowed 
the Fed to assess an ACH collection and set t le 
ment price that was roughly comparable to 
(and therefore competit ive with) collection 
and settlement prices for checks. Had the full 
cost of the Fed's ACH processing been incor-
porated in the Fed per item charge, ACH 
payments would have cost financial institutions 
much more than checks. Volume growth would 
have been much slower in all usage areas. Cash 
concentration, which is a pure substitution of 
an ACH payment for a depository transfer 
check, would almost certainly have failed to 
develop significant volume without mature 
volume pricing from 1981 to 1985. 

ACH volume is still very low compared with 
check vo lume More importantly, ACH volume 
is low in proportion to the capacity of the 
current Fed delivery system. Likewise, there 
are few active ACH distributors. If more depos-
itory institutions are to become active ACH 
distributors, a considerable volume increase 
wil l be needed to rationalize the necessary 
investment in equipment and startup market-
ing 

Volume growth is clearly crucial if the price 
of ACH collection and settlement services is to 
continue falling and if more depository institu-
tions are to become ACH distributors. The 
current commercial uses (payroll, pension pay-
ment cash concentration, and insurance pay-
ments) have limited volume potential, however. 
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"Significant volume growth requires that the ACH displace 
checks in high volume areas, such as trade payments, variable amount 

consumer bill payments, and retail point-of-sale payments." 

Their volume could rise to at most 6 to 8 
percent of noncurrency payments, even if 50 
percent of these classes switched to the ACH. 
Significant volume growth requires that the 
ACH displace checks in high volume areas, 
such as trade payments, variable amount con-
sumer bill payments, and retail point-of-sale 
payments. But especially in these high volume 
areas, the ACH will be viable only if some 
means exists to accommodate the information 
exchanges, t iming controls, amount controls, 
and credit extensions now involved in these 
transactions. Financial institutions are not likely 
to provide for these requirements when acting as 
individual distributors. Thus, it seems that the 
viability of the ACH depends on the ability to 
expand ACH capabilities so that it can meet the 
information exchange and control requirements 
that arise in high volume payment uses. 

Expanding capabilities to increase volume 
raises two issues for the ACH. First the Fed 
seems precluded from life cycle pricing since it 
must mark up its ACH costs by an appropriate 
private sector adjustment factor. Any major 
investment in new capabilities by the Fed may 
therefore mean a higher price that would dis-
courage the very volume growth the new ca-
pabilities are designed to promote. Second, 
neither the Fed nor the National Automated 
Clearing House Association (NACHA) seems 
equipped to do the market analysis, product 
research, market testing, and product devel-
opment required to conceive, design, develop, 
test refine, and ultimately market a complex 
information and control product built upon 
payment servicing. The failure of the corporate 
trade payment (CTP) service illustrates the 
difficulty of developing information-based en-
hancements to add to the basic payment trans-
action. 

The desiderata list presented in this article is 
based on extensive research on the design and 
development of business payment systems, as 
well as a system analysis of the issues involved 
in business to business electronic data inter-
change for the buyer-seller information ex-
change The proposed capabilities have taken 
into consideration the objections frequently 
raised by both business and consumer payors 
regarding information and control. Thus, the 
desiderata list should be viewed as an effort to 
specify generic system capabilities to deal with 
common information and control issues arising 

in many payment areas. The following capabili-
ties have been hypothesized as necessary re-
quirements to extend the ACH to a wider range 
of payment uses. Validating the viability of 
these capabilities calls for market analysis, 
detailed capability design, capability costing, 
development testing, and refinement For the 
most part these activities have not yet taken 
place within the ACH organizational infrastruc-
ture. Thus, the capability ideas developed here 
are intended to stimulate discussion and debate 
on the evolution of ACH payments. 

Desirable System Capabilities 
To design products that deal with the infor-

mation exchange and control requirements 
inherent in today's check-based payments, the 
ACH system itself needs generic capabilities. 
These include: a flexible message capability, 
the ability to use message content standards, 
conditional approval transactions, advance no-
tification transactions, value dated transactions, 
fast electronic returns, and return notification. 

Before discussing these capabilities, it is 
useful to distinguish between generic capabili-
ties and product-specific capabilities. The re-
cently announced corporate exchange service 
(CTX), a product-specific capability, will sup-
port the ANSI XI 2.4 standard for remittance 
advice data A generic capability would support 
many standards and would enable the payee 
and payor (or their institutions) to recognize 
through appropriate codes that data exchanged 
is encoded in accord with a particular standard. 
The user would then consult the appropriate 
data dictionary. The ANSI XI2 standard is only 
one of many standards and is specific to a 
particular class of payments—business to busi-
ness trade payments. 

The CTP service illustrates the issue of provid-
ing generic capabilities versus providing prod-
uct-specific or usage-specific capabilities for 
messages. The CTP message capability is de-
signed primarily for invoice and remittance 
data in a restrictive framework- Its design is 
much too specific to provide a generic message 
capability that could be customized to a variety 
of uses such as variable amount consumer bill 
payment 

An issue in the evolution of the ACH is 
whether enhancements should be specific to 
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"From the outset, inability to include 
pertinent messages with the payment transaction information has 

l imited the ACH." 

particular payment uses and product assump-
tions. Generic capabilities seem most favorable 
for the network, because they can be special-
ized to fit particular payment uses and products 
by either the ACH or service vendors. This 
article wil l illustrate the value of generic capa-
bilities in particular payment areas by way of 
example, but readers should not lose sight of 
the fact that the intent is to present generic 
network capabilities and not specific product 
specializations. 

Flexible Message Capability 
From the outset inability to include pertinent 

messages with the payment transaction infor-
mation has limited the ACH. Except for the 
recent corporate trade payment (CTP) and 
corporate trade exchange (CTX) services, mes-
sage attachments have been restricted to no 
more than a small character field within the 
standard 94-character ACH record. Hence, the 
only payment transactions that could use the 
ACH system fell into one of three classes: (1) 
transactions needing no message, (2) transac-
tions requiring only an extremely l imited mes-
sage (no more than 30 to 34 characters) going 
to a receiving institution will ing and able to 
convey the message to the transaction re-
ceiver in a timely way, and (3) transactions for 
which the payor and payee had made provision 
to send the message outside the ACH (such as 
direct delivery from the payor to the payee, 
with some system for matching the payments 
messages to the payment transaction). 

In introducing the CTP service, NACHA at-
tempted to respond to the need for a message 
feature. The CTP service provided for 1 to 
4,999 of the 94-character addendum records 
that could be attached to any payment transac-
tion. However, the CTP message has several 
drawbacks, one of which is its fixed format A 
CTP message must be packed into one or more 
94-character ACH records before entry to the 
network. The burden of message packing is 
imposed on the originating company or its ODI 
(originating depository institution). Likewise, 
either the receiving company or its RDI (re-
ceiving depository institution) must unpack 
the message after it leaves the ACH. The fixed 
field format as implemented in the CTP service 
presents six problems. 

• Cost of record packing. Unlike a variable 
length record, a fixed length record involves 
processing costs associated with first packing 
the message into one or more 94-character 
ACH records and later unpacking i t 

• Data transmission cost Transmitting data 
packed into fixed field records is slightly more 
time-consuming and, therefore, more costly 
than transmitting variable length records, pri-
marily because of empty fields in at least one 
record per transaction. 

• Assumed minimum length message. The 
CTP currently charges for at least 15 addenda 
records regardless of the actual message size 
Thus, a company sending a 50-character mes-
sage is charged for a message over 20 times 
longer than the one actually sent This is the 
cause of much corporate criticism. 

• Invoice-focused message Most bank im-
plementations of the CTP addenda message 
have assumed that each record should be 
associated with a single invoice message Much 
of the criticism of the fixed record structure by 
potential users such as the automotive industry 
pertains to the inefficiency and inflexibility of 
the o n e invoice-to-one record data structure. 

• Electronic delivery of addendum data. Be 
cause the CTP service makes no explicit provi-
sion for the RDI to deliver the addendum 
message electronically to the receiving com-
pany, the burden rests wi th the RDI. Obviously, 
delivering an electronic addendum in the form 
of a printout mailed to the receiving company 
undercuts all the payee's major benefits from 
an electronic system—no printing, no mail, no 
rekeying by the receiving company, and auto-
mated update of its accounts receivable 

• Data content codes. The CTP addendum 
record is a pure message service comparable to 
electronic mail. It transmits payment-related 
data along wi th the payment but has no data 
type codes, such as the ANSI XI2 standards, 
that would facilitate automated processing 
Hence, automated update of accounts receiv-
able the single largest source of administrative 
savings, is precluded as a payee benefit and as 
an incentive to use the CTP service Furthermore, 
lack of data codes means that an opportunity 
for significant data compression is forfeited. 
Such compression could reduce the total vol-
ume of data that must be transmitted and there 
fore the transmission t ime and cost NACHA's 
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"The system has not effectively util ized the 
potential of computer technology to provide for the information 

exchange necessary for many payment uses." 

new corporate trade exchange service CTX wil l 
support ANSI X12.4.5 

Message Desiderata 
If the ACH is to have a viable message 

capability, it must be price competit ive and 
must have certain structural features. 

Prices structure. The ACH message price 
should combine a fixed cost and a variable 
cost where the variable cost is a function of 
message length. Discounts for long messages 
are a possibility, as is tiered pricing that would 
allow for processing and transmitting data at 
nonpeak times. 

Price leveL A viable message service demands 
that the cost be less than direct company to 
company communication via public networks, 
including store and forward electronic mail 
systems. An ACH message service that is not 
price competit ive with electronic mail systems 
providing similar services wil l never attain sig-
nificant volume for its message-based transac-
tions. Thus, the variable component of the 
message price wil l have to drop substantially 
relative to the current variable price for the 
CTP service. 

Message separability. The message capability 
should accommodate transmission of message 
data separately from the payment transaction 
processing itself, for example, in a conditional 
or advance notification transaction. 

Variable length messages. If there is only one 
message format it should be variable length. 
Otherwise, the ACH should be prepared to 
support multiple formats, both fixed and vari-
able Adding CTX variable message capability 
to the current CTP service is a step in the right 
direction. 

Data content standards. Standards should be 
specified so that codes can identify the data 
content for automated processing. At a mini-
mum, existing codes such as ANSI XI2 should 
be incorporated. The fact that there are a 
variety of transaction types (trade payments, 
point-of-sale transactions, consumer bill pay-
ment and so on) means that a variety of 
message standards may be necessary. For this 
reason, the ACH should have a data standard 
code and support a variety of standards. 

Electronic delivery. The system must provide 
for electronic delivery of ACH data, especially 
transactions involving messages. In fact this 

should become the standard interface between 
depository institutions and the ACH network. 

Special Capabilities. Today, the ACH is a 
bare-bones electronic payment network. The 
system has automated the transmission of fund 
transfer data between participating depository 
institutions, but has not effectively utilized the 
potential of computer technology to provide 
for the information exchange necessary for 
many payment uses. 

Conditional and Advance Notification 
Conditional Transactions. In a large number 

of payment transactions, the payee is the logical 
initiator (for example, consumer bill payment 
dealer and distributor payments, franchise pay-
ments, and many trade payments). However, 
because amounts vary and may even be a 
subject of dispute, payors are reluctant to 
relinquish control over both payment approval 
and t iming of the payment execution. 

A conditional transaction is a method for 
maintaining payor control over both approval 
and payment t iming while allowing the payee 
to initiate the transaction. The essence of a 
conditional transaction is the advance presen-
tation of the payment amount and any explan-
atory message to the payee wi th a tentative 
value date for settlement if the transaction is 
approved. 

Conditional transactions can be structured 
in two ways. In the first the rejection-of-
exceptions transaction, the receiving party has 
a period of time, agreed on in advance, to 
reject the transaction. If not explicitly rejected, 
the transaction is executed on the stated value 
date. The reason for basing execution on the 
absence of explicit rejection is that most trans-
actions presumably will be approved. Hence, 
the rejection-of-exceptions structure mini-
mizes both the payee's administrative effort 
and the total ACH processing required to 
effect this type of transaction. 

In an explicit approval conditional transaction, 
the second structure for a conditional transac-
tion, the payee must explicitly authorize the 
transaction for it to be executed. This close 
variant of the rejection-based conditional trans-
action gives the payee greater control but 
involves greater payee administrative effort, as 
well as processing of the approval notification 
for every transaction. 
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"The ACH can dominate checks 
in the area of fast returns, saving both time and money." 

Advance Notification Transactions. According 
to the terms of an advance notification transac-
tion, which is a payor-initiated debit, the payor 
furnishes the payee with the amount and pro-
posed settlement date for the transaction a 
minimum number of days before sett lement 
This information enables the payee both to 
plan for funding in advance and to avoid 
overdrafts. These transactions require an ad-
vance agreement between the payor and the 
payee, as do conditional transactions. Advance 
notification transactions also require the RDI 
to be an active participant in the message 
delivery. For corporate transactions, the deliv-
ery of notice is logically accomplished through 
an automated information reporting system.6 

Notification for retail payments could be ac-
complished via bank statements, thus avoiding 
any significant notification costs. 

Value Dated Transactions 
In a variety of situations, value-dated trans-

actions (transactions that specify a future set-
t lement date) may be desirable An obvious 
application is to allow an originating company 
to deliver all of its transactions for several days 
in a single batch. The ODI can handle such 
"entry dating" simply by warehousing the com-
pany's transactions and entering them into the 
ACH on the appropriate day. Many ACH origi-
nators now provide this type of value dating; 
entry dating probably does not need to be a 
network feature 

Capability for advance notification with the 
current ACH is limited. For instance, a bank 
originating payroll credits can enter pertinent 
data two days prior to the transaction. The 
receiving institutions can then be notified the 
day before the transaction and can post the 
deposit that wil l take place the following busi-
ness day. The generic capability would provide 
for longer times to give notice, allow for notice 
delivery to the transaction receiver, and would 
not be restricted to particular payment uses 
such as payroll credits. 

A large number of possible payment services 
based on conditional transactions or advance 
notification transactions logically involve mes-
sage transfers prior to final execution of pay-
ment Examples are payee-initiated debits for 
both consumer and business bill payment 
Since t ime is required for notification of the 

payor and for their approval of the transaction, 
it is desirable to enter a transaction into the 
system well before the actual settlement date. 

Fast Electronic Returns 
Returns have been a problem for the ACH. 

Much has been done to speed up and otherwise 
improve return handling, and prospects for 
more improvement are good. (See "ACH Return 
Items," by Gerald L Keenan, this issue). 

The ACH can dominate checks in the area of 
fast returns, saving both t ime and money. From 
the perspective of desirable attributes, ACH 
returns should take at most one business day to 
effect To the extent all ACH transactions 
cannot be returned in one business day, there 
could at least be classes of ACH transactions 
that guaranteed returns in at most one business 
day, or classes that included rapid notification 
of the account owner. 

One area where fast returns are crucial is 
cash concentration. Many companies use noti-
fication of an overdraft (insufficient funds) as a 
fraud and theft control on their field deposits. 
The faster and the more certain the notification 
of inadequate funds to cover a depository 
transfer, the faster corrective action can be 
taken and the lower the firms's theft losses. 
Many retailers considering ACH for cash con-
centration have been surprised to discover 
that ACH processing and return items could 
involve greater t ime delays than depository 
transfer checks. 

While an electronic system has the theoreti-
cal ability to handle returns and provide notifi-
cation much faster than a paper system de-
pending on transportation of physical records, 
a gap often exists between the theoretical 
ability and the implemented capabilities. The 
situation with returns is a good illustration. 

Generic Strategy Alternatives 
In seeking to become more competitive, the 

ACH system can choose between a passive 
and an active strategy. The passive strategy 
would be to wait for electronic data inter-
change in payment-related areas. When most 
other data are transmitted between payor and 
payee in electronic form, electronic payment 
wil l be seen as a logical adjunct and volume wil l 
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gradually grow. Following such a passive strat-
egy would limit the network primarily to simple 
payment transactions. Payment messages and 
services involving messages for special purpose 
processing or standards-based automated pro-
cessing would take place outside of the ACH 
network, for instance, through private value-
added networks. 

The active strategy for the ACH would be to 
seek rapid volume growth. The keys to such 
growth are an efficient network, an attractive 
price that provides an economic incentive to 
switch transactions to the system, and products 
tailored to particular classes of payments where 
transaction volume already exists. In develop-
ing such products, the system must verify that 
it can offer the service at a reasonable price 
leading to a long-run return on investment 
Furthermore, the ACH must distinguish b e 
tween features that should be provided or 
standardized by the network and those best 
provided by banks or other payment service 
vendors. If the ACH pursues an active strategy, 
its logical network capabilities for next day and 
later payment services should be expanded to 
include conditional collection, advance notifi-
cation, certified transactions, value dating, a 
flexible and cost-effective message capability, 
and the support of message standards. 

The Role of Depository Institutions 
Before the ACH can work effectively in the 

marketplace, depository institutions must de-
velop their own capabilities in providing clear-
inghouse services and must market them ag-
gressively. First however, institutions need to 
be convinced that the network itself is viable. 
Current differences of opinion regarding who 
wil l handle processing and how the network 
will be organized, as well as uncertainty over 
future prices and future product capabilities, 
does little to inspire such trust Instead, it 
prompts a "wait-and-see" attitude that leaves 
institutions will ing to be second or third in their 
geographical marketplace to offer automated 
services after another firm has incurred the 
cost of validating the market A believable, 
coherent long-run plan for ACH services and 

prices is crucial in building depository institu-
tions' confidence in the viability of the ACH. 

Whi le check processing enjoys an elaborate 
service support infrastructure—hardware and 
software vendors, correspondent and third 
party servicers, and Fed support—no compa-
rable infrastructure has developed for ACH 
processing There is much evidence, however, 
that this infrastructure is beginning to emerge. 
The simple fact that the ACH is a new tech-
nology and a relatively new service accounts 
for its spotty support infrastructure. Nonethe-
less, the speed of check displacement and 
ACH volume growth depend upon how quickly 
financial institutions become active distributors 
of automated services and how soon a support 
infrastructure for hardware, software, and other 
processing emerges. Aside from producing a 
long-term plan for the ACH, the best way to 
induce distributors to enter the business is to 
provide attractive products and prices that 
ensure check displacement Having pertinent 
generic capabilities is the first step. 

Conclusions 
An efficient ACH-type network can offer 

significant economic advantages over checks. 
Realizing this potential requires that the current 
ACH system undergo major design improve-
ments and capability enhancements. The ge-
neric capabilities discussed here are illustrative 
of the enhancements that appear necessary if 
the ACH is to be viable in the major payment 
areas now dominated by checks. Much analysis, 
research, ref inement pricing, and planning are 
necessary before new capabilities can be pro-
vided. However, if the ACH system is to follow 
a proactive strategy aimed at attaining rapid 
volume growth by dealing with buyer-seller 
information exchange and control needs, then 
at least some of these generic capabilities are 
crucial. If the system makes these improve-
ments and also convinces financial institutions 
and other service vendors that the automated 
services are both viable and attractive, then the 
serious product support and marketing efforts 
that are prerequisite to check displacement 
wil l follow. 
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NOTES 

' I am indebted to George C Whi te for pointing out the fact that A C H 
origination volume is concentrated in a few institutions in most A C H 
regions 

2 S o m e advocates of A C H payments have asserted that the certainty of 
payment date with the A C H m e a n s greater ability to forecast cash flow 
than with checks However, in most situations, the advantage for 
forecasting is with checks and the associated paper-based data 
exchange, especially when compared with a shift to a payee initiated 
debit without the advance notice implicit in an invoice T h e forecast 
horizon for corporate cash m a n a g e m e n t is typically 2 0 to 3 0 days 
ahead. T h e invoice approval involves an implicit date for check re lease 
Predicting disbursement clearings given check release is one of the 
easiest cash forecasting problems. For more details, see Stone and 
Miller (1983) . 

3 The term "ACH-type payment mechanism" is used to mean a batch-
oriented, t ime-de layed ("store and forward") electronic payment capa-
bility. This capability contrasts with wire payments, which are transac-
tion-oriented, qu ick and relatively expens ive For more details on key 
features and costs of the A C H and wires, see Stone, "Electronic 
Payment Basics," this issue 

4An interregional A C H transaction is currently 3.6 cents while Fed 
charges for interregional check processing range from 3.5 to 5.3 c e n t s 
Given that the Federal Reserve bases both its A C H and check prices on 
its measured costs plus a private sector adjustment factor, w e can be 

confident in this case that the compar ison of prices reflects as well the 
underlying average cost for providing each serv ice 

s S e e "Corporate Trade Payments," by Bernell S tone and "NACHA's 
Future Role" by Will iam R Moroney, forthcoming in the April 1 9 8 6 
Economic Review for more information on C T P a n d CTX. 

•The term "automated information reporting system" refers to a com-
puter communicat ion-based system now widely used by major banks to 
provide information to their major customers T h e two most common 
classes of information reports are (1) bank balance reports which 
provide bank balances and balance-related activity such as wires in, 
wires ou t major deposits, large c h e c k s and (2) money market quotat ion 
services Recent surveys indicate that 8 , 0 0 0 to 1 6 , 0 0 0 companies now 
use balance reports There is an e laborate information delivery infra-
structure for balance reporting including (1) a system of ba lance 
reporting content standards created under the aegis of the Bank 
Administration Inst i tute and (2) a number of third-parly operators of 
balance switches using several communicat ion networks Rather than 
receiving delivery to a teletype-like terminal, many companies now 
receive delivery of data to a minicomputor or microcomputor that can 
receive reformat process and store the data for use by the company. 
These intelligent terminals are often cal led "treasury workstations" or 
"treasury terminal systems" Readers interested in more detail on bank 
information reporting are referred to C o h e n (1983) . 
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